
The ABD 

Class	Number	21	
 6:57  Silverdale Good evening One & All! 

Welcome back David! 

 Welcome to the chat room! 

 6:59  Lost_horizon Hello, all 
 6:59  PRO Gnosticman Good evening from the Ozarks, Loralilah & gnosticman 
 6:59  MOD  Jinjerrojjers hi 
 7:00  Silverdale Good evening - Gnosticman nd 

and Loralilah ... 

 7:01  PRO Gnosticman Good evening 
 7:02  Simmontemplar Hello Silver, GnosticM, Lost H, Jinger ...good evening 
 7:03  Auntiematter Harry said in an email that he would not be attending tonight. He is leaving for trip 

to Boston tomorrow. 
 7:03  Silverdale Welcome Simmon! 
 7:03  Lost_horizon Thanks, Auntie 
 7:05  Auntiematter  
 7:09  PRO Gnosticman sound much better now 
 7:11  Simmontemplar Comment: Yes, because If as EJ say it doesn't matter if you understand his 

writting in the ABD, then wouldn't be the same if it is in an other language ? eventually the Essential 
Self will understand??? 

 7:12  Hawklady hello 
 7:12  Lost_horizon Hi, Hawklady 
 7:12  Simmontemplar Greetings Hawk L. !! 
 7:13  Hawklady nice to be Here with You 
 7:16  108repetitions pathology shaft rotates when is dead? 

what is the difference dead or alive 

 7:17  Simmontemplar Hello there 108 Rep. !! 
 7:18  Lost_horizon (16 viewers, 14 signed in) 
 7:19  108repetitions if I say outside is unreal inside   real imagination pituitary recurrence 
 7:21  Batthra  
 7:23  Silverdale page 98, 25th edition ... 
 7:25  108repetitions if i abandonment sleep and the waking state t = d 2/3 
 7:27  Simmontemplar !08 I don't understand your contribuition, could you translate it to a less codified 

language? 
 7:27  108repetitions mosquito Walks on the Water tell me about miracle 

not susan 

inside water also 

 7:31  Susankester 108, it would be more helpful to be on topic or maybe different words, not so 
codified. I agree with Simmon. 

 7:31  108repetitions what is your axis , is your cosmos simon 
beautiful susan 128 

256 



re 

 7:36  Hawklady The life we live here is a mirror to the voyage we will have during death. thus a 
voyager no matter where we are. 

 7:36  Simmontemplar Great take Susan K ! 
 7:36  Lost_horizon yes, Hawklady! 
 7:37  Silverdale Well stated - Hawk ... 
 7:37  Auntiematter for me, 108 your comments read like surrealistic poetry. don't understand but enjoy 

the flow when i stand outside the brain. 
 7:37  108repetitions wild horses 
 7:38  Auntiematter yes 
 7:39  Hawklady If we are sleep walking here, we will be sleep walking during the death voyage as 

well. Is it important to know the chambers here and now? 
 7:40  PRO Gnosticman I think 108 repetitions should be read aloud like the other comments. 
 7:40  Silverdale Well stated ... Hawklady ... 
 7:40  Winnipeg9 agreed gnostic 
 7:41  Hawklady thank you, the puzzle pieces are coming together, amen. 
 7:41  108repetitions hydrogen= life hot = carbon nitrogen and oxygen in your heart blood , surrealistic 

movie 
 7:44  Simmontemplar "Disolving Radiation" for Major !! 

plase your ballots !! 

 7:45  108repetitions the fifth octave FA 
electrons molecules cells What's your time? 

 7:47  Simmontemplar This one at the right moment 108 
 7:47  Hawklady freedom from donuts 

bless you 

 7:48  Auntiematter  
 7:48  Simmontemplar Bless you Silver !!! 
 7:49  Silverdale ??? 
 7:50  108repetitions I can not reconcile what keeps of me My chronic 
 7:50  Silverdale   
 7:52  Hawklady coffee 
 7:53  108repetitions chronic/ phosphorus and sulfur created your nervous system 
 7:55  Auntiematter lol 
 7:56  Hawklady simmon, did you get my email? 
 7:56  PRO Gnosticman Sharing one's hunger reminds me of the idea of confession in Christian 

churches. Sharing hungers seems like a step towards understanding what it means to give up 
hunger. 

 7:56  Simmontemplar You are doing veeery well guys !!! 
 7:57  108repetitions sodium chlorine salt =tension automatic 
 7:57  Simmontemplar Yes Gnostic m. 

it does 

 7:57  PRO Gnosticman In the moment of confessing there is a release and in that instant we can 
experience that desireless state. 

 8:00  Auntiematter thank you 
 8:00  108repetitions mercury on the fifth octave carbon your re in crazy love 
 8:02  Simmontemplar I did Hawk L; I understand; thank you for "confesing"   

Not worries at all , I figured that something happened 

 8:03  Hawklady  simmon 



 8:03  Simmontemplar  
 8:05  108repetitions cells are materiaFor Ghosts dead or alive, hungry? 
 8:08  Lost_horizon little grey cells perhaps... 
 8:08  Simmontemplar What pege is that? 

Where is the paragraph that David read? 

 8:08  PRO Gnosticman Thank you David, Iven, and all! 
 8:08  Lost_horizon He's reading from HBM - the intro, pg 35 & 36 (in roman numerals) 
 8:10  108repetitions that says my soul is mine Work speech of memory of your own soul 
 8:11  Lost_horizon Thank you all 
 8:11  Silverdale Good night One & All! 
 8:11  Nortiana Thanks 
 8:11  Hawklady Thank you all, have a great week 
 8:11  Auntiematter speech is memory of your own soul. nice! 

goodnight all. thank you 

 8:12  108repetitions h 384 
h 768 

 8:13  Simmontemplar Good night to All ...and Thank You ! 
 8:15  Susankester Good night, another good class. 

 


